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< p > intelligence is the lifeline of the war, and the legendary Yingmuhuadao, following underground workers are well versed in the
Tzu......,as a normal human thinking, don't expect to have thousands of miles away listening distinguish the sound of the ear. also don't
expect something for nothing, all is not always met Carter the initiative to provide tactical intelligence opponents. just sneaked into the
camp is the only way to obtain information. Duncan: things have been so far, may wish to be so. Zhuge: this plan very wonderful. spurs
all my colleagues to show the effect chart. < p > before performing the task, be sure to suppress their scurrying starlight to live, learn
to like a dispassionate passerby flying like floating. casually near the camp. then to participate. or unnoticed deep into the rear, the
opponent be caught off guard. but it is said that the abuse of this trick will loss RP -- for example, how will the Bobcats under the
murderous lunatic? is another example of the elusive Yaodao experts in this area, and his hair...... < p > to want to become an
outstanding eavesdropping person, in addition to have a certain expertise (such as Yao Ming's expertise in height), the most
important is courageous. Like the following two 2B youth is not a way to promote - Beebe: look, look, I'm listening. Collison: I'm so
TM, I'm so smart. < p > to be willing to take the risk of the spirit, even in the face of the world creditors - Perkins's face was contorted,
insist to last. have a sichanlanda quality, for the cause of revolution, what is already a cloud integrity. in addition, the case should not
be asked to be the key to the success of the program: Green, doing pretty! this tactic is extremely delicate, so that only the political
consciousness of the elite to be able to do a cut above others. when necessary, it is necessary to launch an unknown people to join
them. fearless chairman of the fish led the comrades to tap the group. there are also excellent Garnett, still the wolf nest, he is a ready
color, hidden in the genius of the enemy. is able to be in the world's most acute group, the eagle, even if it is not confused.
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